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Tubes, threads and grips were designed to withstand the fast 
pace of daily work in a successful studio. With little effort and 
in a short time, you can set up as sturdy support framework in
a studio that will serve equally well as a platform for heavy 
photographic equipment or to suspend a valuable oriental rug
that to be photographed.  

The FOBA COMBITUBE Concept  
The Foba Combitube System is based on an ingenious 
concept, a meticulous choice of materials and precise 
manufacturing processes selected for durability and hard 
usage.  

It is amazing how many things you can do with just a few 
pieces of the new FOBA Combitube System  

The basic ingredient  

   

    

is a black non-reflective aluminum tube, diameter 25 mm (aprox. 1″). 
Available lengths are 6, 20, 40, 80 and 160 cm (2.4″, 7.9″, 15.7″,  31.5″, 
63″). At both ends conical steel connectors, threaded or tapped (3/8″), 
ensure stability and rigidity of the connections. COMBITUBE elements can 
be added together to reach any length. An ingenious concept, carefully 
selected materials and high-precision manufacturing underlie 
COMBITUBE's longevity and sturdiness. Tubes, threads and connections, 
etc. are designed to easily withstand the daily confrontation with exacting 
photographic work. FOBA COMBITUBE elements are also available in 
nickel-plated silver colored steel.

Just five basic components permit an infinite number of combinations at any angle, on a single plane 

or on multiple planes. 

oimp@gmx.ch
Texte écrit à la machine
Additional elements of the COMBI-TUBE system:- Connectors (with strong, but still gentle  clip spring)- Supports- Fittings- Clamps and holders- Articulated arms- Holders for lamps and accessories- Other versatile elements

oimp@gmx.ch
Texte écrit à la machine
The COMBITUBE components are available inpractical kits or individually.
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On the market since 1959, COMBITUBE has been put to hard work day after day by thousands of 
photographers - its success validates the unique concept and the ingenious underlying production 
philosophy. With its simple but effective logical conept, its handiness, the ease and speed of use, 
requiring neither tools nor additions, COMBITUBE amazes its users every day anew. The infinite 
variety of configurations that can be assembled with COMBITUBE components makes this system
 the most useful resource both for studio work and on location. A large range of accessories and 
its compatibility with most other FOBA systems make COMBITUBE even more attractive and 
indispensable for photographers.

For more than 70 years FOBA has been supporting professional photographers with first-class 
and dependably sturdy modular studio equipment, traditionally crafted from exclusive materials. 
The COMBITUBE-system is so practical and ingenious that meanwhile it is also used in other 
areas, such as for industrial and interior design applications, etc.

1001 Combinations

Any type of rig can be set up ideally and quickly with the COMBITUBE- 
system, whether to hold heavy equipment or for light, small and delicate 
objects. The infinite variety of configurations that can be assembled with
the Foba Combitube System make it the most useful accessory kit for the 
professsional studio. It provides a quick way to set up a second level for a 
product shot, to support a fill reflector, or to suspend parts of a subject. 
The Foba Combitube System is truly amazing because of its clear logic, 
its simplicity and its complete ease of setup without any tools or 
accessories.

High compatibility with FOBA products

COMBITUBE-system components are logically compatible with most
 other FOBA products, e.g.:
• to extend FOBA tripods
• to replace pantographs on FOBA Ceiling rail systems                
• as structures or additions on FOBA shooting tables
• together with FOBA articulated arms
• as convenient stands and supports for lamps
• as mobile unrollers for backgrounds, quickly and easily set up with 
  COMBITUBE

FOBA shooting table
with integrated 
COMBITUBE connectors

Proven in tough use by the world’s best professionals, 
Combitube is an extremely versatile tool for you.  
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The heart of the system is the COMBITUBE.
It can be extended at both ends by screw cone
connection (e.g. CONRO AS).

It is amazing how many things you 
can do with just a few pieces of the
FOBA COMBITUBE System.

Unmatched versatility:
The FOBA articulated connec-
tor holds COMBITUBES 
together at 52 different angles
(COGEA).

Unbeatable design:
The gooseneck arm (COFLO /
COFLU) and screw-on COM-
BITUBE clamp (COKLE) hold
small objects in any desired 
position.

More practical than ever:
The hinged connector lets you 
add to existing structures 
without dismantling the rest 
(COTRI).

Unequalled stability:
The right-angle connector 
to attachanother FOBA 
COMBITUBE at 90°
(CODEA).

Unsurpassed convenience:
The cross connector for offset 

COMBITUBE jointing (CODIO).

Ultra-useful:
The universal COMBITUBE clamp for

holding cardboard, paper, textiles
etc. – quick and reliable (COKLO).

COMBITUBE™:

• modular

• robust

• durable


